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Talking About Talking About Tapering
• Monetary Policy – Past & Present

• The Fed should establish a clear and methodical plan to gradually 
transition monetary policy so as not to disrupt markets 

• Labor Market’s Perfect Storm
• Labor market tightness should drive some wage inflation, but these 

market dynamics should ultimately prove transitory

• Another “Hot” Inflation Print 
• Expect inflation to run high in the near-term, yet prove transitory and not 

undermine a diversified portfolio
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Monetary Policy – Past & Present

• FOMC Preview. This week’s Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) meeting is
expected to maintain the status quo on monetary policy. However, the market’s focus
will shift to a discussion provoked by the inflation spike driven, in part, by the base effects
of deflation from last year. The Fed is expected to communicate acceptance of near-
term higher inflation, that this inflation is still likely to be transitory and that the Fed’s “full
employment” mandate remains far from reach, which should lead to the conclusion that
it is too soon to taper bond purchases, but that discussion and planning is appropriate.

• Communication is Key. The Fed’s messaging this year will be critical; the Fed needs to
convey its intention to wind down ultra-accommodative policy, but at the same time,
convey that it has no intention of abruptly tightening policy, a fine line that could easily
be miscommunicated. In 2013, a taper tantrum occurred following then Fed Chair Ben
Bernanke's comments on tapering, after which both bonds and risk assets experienced a
brief period of negative returns. Although short-lived, the market move was essentially a
reaction to the Fed’s communication over an eventual monetary policy shift.

• Glenmede’s Expectation. The Federal Reserve will likely follow a plan of 1) emphasizing
forward guidance on monetary policy in 2021; 2) in 2022, gradually implementing a
taper of its bond purchases and 3) in 2023 finally increasing the federal funds rate
gradually back to more normal levels. A measured and communicated deceleration
and ultimate removal of monetary accommodation should not be disruptive to markets
as long as growth and inflation unfold as expected.

The Fed should establish a clear and methodical plan to 
gradually transition monetary policy so as not to disrupt markets

Chart of the Week:

A Fed Miscommunication Caused a Taper Tantrum in 2013 



Another “Hot” Inflation Print 

• High-But-Transitory Inflation. The U.S. Consumer Price Index (CPI) for May grew at 5% on
a year-over-year basis, the highest in nearly 13 years. This level of inflation, however,
should eventually fade as nearly half of the above-average spike in inflation comes
from the base effects of last year’s weakened economy. Moreover, supply shortages
should prove transitory as companies increase productivity and begin to meet pent-up
demand. The inflation report has hinted of this coming fade, with the month-over-
month growth in prices slowing since April.

• Inflation Should Settle Out Higher Than Before, but Below Dangerous Levels. Market-
based inflation expectations (10-Yr) currently sits at ~2.5%, implying that the U.S. will
experience levels of inflation that have not been seen since 2012. However, this
expected inflation level is far below the most recent near-term reports. Inflation is likely
to remain above 3% for most of the summer, but is likely to settle into a more moderate
2.5% trajectory longer-term as transitory factors dissipate.

• Hedging Inflation – How Much? During periods of relatively typical inflation, above 1%
and up to as high as 5%, diversified portfolios have historically performed quite well.
However, diversified portfolios have exhibited vulnerability to sustained periods of very
high inflation (above 5%). Gold and commodities have historically outperformed other
asset classes during these higher inflation periods, while during periods of moderate to
high inflation, such as the one likely to be experience over the course of the next few
years, real estate has historically outperformed diversified portfolios.
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Expect inflation to run high in the near-term, yet prove 
transitory and not undermine a diversified portfolio

Labor Market’s Perfect Storm

• A JOLT in Data. April’s JOLTS* release last week pointed to significant gains in job
vacancies, with businesses reporting 9.3 million job openings, ~14% above expectations
and marking the 2nd consecutive month of all-time highs. May’s NFIB** Small Business
Optimism Index highlighted firms with at least one job opening increased to 48%, an
increase for the 4th consecutive month, leading to growing concern over wage
inflation among investors.

• Labor Market Squeeze. Data from business surveys indicate tightness in the labor
market, with firms struggling to find qualified labor. The NFIB’s survey reported 93% of
firms trying to actively fill a position were unable to find qualified labor in May. Although
the labor market currently seems tight, this labor squeeze is likely transitory. Labor
market participation remains relatively low at 61.6% as some remain temporarily out of
work to care for children or elderly and substantial unemployment benefits may be
incentivizing some of the labor force not to search quite as hard for that next job.

• Weathering the Storm. The labor market’s recovery will likely remain lethargic
throughout this summer. However, these circumstances will prove transitory as the
economy progresses toward economic normalcy. Employers should begin to see the
labor force expand as pandemic-related factors such as childcare needs, fear of
infection and enticing unemployment incentives dissipate. Overall, the tightness in
labor markets is expected to play a sizeable role in potential wage inflation, but these
market dynamics should prove transitory over time.

Labor market tightness should drive some wage inflation, but 
these market dynamics should ultimately prove transitory

*Job Openings and Labor Turnover Survey
**National Federation of Independent Business
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